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We characterized an anti-cancer fusion protein consisting of anthrax lethal factor (LF) and the catalytic
domain of Pseudomonas exotoxin A by (i) mutating the N-terminal amino acids and by (ii) reductive
methylation to dimethylate all lysines. Dimethylation of lysines was achieved quantitatively and specifically
without affecting binding of the fusion protein to PA or decreasing the enzymatic activity of the catalytic
moiety. Ubiquitination in vitro was drastically decreased for both the N-terminally mutated and
dimethylated variants, and both appeared to be slightly more stable in the cytosol of treated cells. The
dimethylated variant showed greatly reduced neutralization by antibodies to LF. The two described
modifications offer unique advantages such as increased cytotoxic activity and diminished antibody
recognition, and thus may be applicable to other therapeutic proteins that act in the cytosol of cells.

R
ecent years have seen increased effort directed toward development of protein-based anti-tumor drugs.
Thus, several antibodies have been approved by the FDA in the last decade for the treatment of various
cancers. A related and potentially more powerful approach making use of the high specificity binding of

antibodies to tumor markers is the development of ‘‘immunotoxins’’, fusions of tumor-specific antibodies (or
fragments thereof) to bacterial or plant toxins1.

In this laboratory, efforts have emphasized an alternative approach to achieving tumor cell specificity by using
modified anthrax toxin. Anthrax toxin depends on proteolytic activation of the receptor-bound protective
antigen protein (PA) by cell surface proteases2. Replacing the furin-cleaved sequence with sequences recognized
by matrix metalloproteases or urokinase plasminogen activator has yielded tumor-specific anti-cancer fusion
proteins that are efficacious in mouse tumor models3. Both the wildtype and the modified PA assemble into an
oligomeric protein-conducting channel that delivers the anthrax toxin catalytic effector proteins lethal factor (LF)
and edema factor to endosomes and then translocates them to the cytosol. For targeting of tumors, the native
anthrax effector protein LF was replaced with a fusion containing the N-terminal PA-binding 254 amino acid-
containing domain of anthrax toxin lethal factor (LFn) and the Pseudomonas aeruginosa exotoxin A (PE) catalytic
domain (PEIII) to obtain the fusion protein FP594. The LFn domain delivers PEIII to the cytosol and PEIII
transfers ADP-ribose to eukaryotic elongation factor 2 (eEF2), resulting in protein synthesis inhibition and cell
death. This system is highly effective in achieving tumor-specific cell-surface PA activation and cytosolic delivery
of PEIII. It has been successfully tested for a number of tumor types5, and is expected to be active on nearly all
types of solid tumors.

The cytosolic activity of these effector molecules greatly depends on their efficacy in avoiding cytosolic
degradation, e.g. by the proteasome. Proteins targeted for degradation are labeled by ubiquitin and directed to
the 26S proteasome6. Certain factors influence the half-life of proteins in the cytosol and Alexander Varshavsky
identified the N-terminal amino acid of certain proteins to be highly relevant for their cytosolic stability7. This N-
end rule identified certain amino acids at the N-terminus to be stabilizing residues (e.g. Met, Gly, or Ala) while
other residues clearly result in faster degradation of proteins (e.g. Arg, Lys, or Asp)8. We were able to identify
certain stabilizing N-terminal amino acids for LF that result in increased stability of the protein in the cytosol and
in increased cytotoxicity both in cells and in an animal model9. Thus the N-end rule should impact the efficacy of
anthrax toxin-based anti-tumor agents.
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Reductive methylation is an efficient chemical reaction which
converts a primary amine into a tertiary dimethyl amine. Reduc-
tive methylation is a two-step process. First, reaction of protein
amino groups with formaldehyde results in reversible formation of
Schiff base (imine) adducts between the aldehyde and the protein
amino groups. Second, the modification is made stable by a reducing
agent (usually a borane compound such as a borane dimethyl amine
complex), which converts the imine to a carbon-nitrogen single
bond. The resulting mono-methylated protein amino group under-
goes a second round of the same reaction to give the dimethylated
form10. The dimethylated amine is protonated at neutral pH, like the
original lysine side chain primary amine, but it cannot act as a
nucleophile to form covalent bonds. Thus, reductively methylated
proteins are not subject to ubiquitination pathways.

In this study, we examined modifications of the therapeutic fusion
protein FP59 that were predicted to improve its potency on target
cells. We mutated the N-terminus of LFn according to results
obtained in earlier studies and reductively methylated all lysines.
The results obtained indicate that both modifications improve the
stability by preventing ubiquitination and subsequent proteasomal
degradation.

Results
Construction of FP59-AGG and reductive methylation. In our
recent studies, LF and EF were found to have higher cytotoxic
activity on cultured cells and in animals when the N-terminal
amino acid was alanine as opposed to certain other amino acids9,11,
consistent with the view that these proteins are subject to the N-end
rule pathway of protein degradation. FP59 has two additional amino
acids (His and Met) at the N-terminus of the LFn domain that
resulted from cloning manipulations. In the present study, we
constructed the FP59 variant FP59AGG lacking the His and Met
residues of FP59 and thereby having the original N-terminal
sequence of native LF. Both proteins were successfully expressed
and purified. In order to further improve cytosolic stability, both
proteins were reductively methylated. This post-translational
chemical modification results in dimethylation of all accessible
lysine residues of a protein and prevents the ubiquitination of the
proteins. The purified proteins FP59 and FP59AGG, as well as the
reductively modified variants FP59rm and FP59AGGrm, were
available at high purity for further studies (Figure 1A).

Of the 35 lysine present in FP59, only 3 are located in the PEIII
domain, suggesting that reductive methylation was unlikely to mod-
ify its catalytic activity. We examined this question by measuring
ADP-ribosylation activity using partly purified eEF2 and biotiny-
lated NAD1 (Figure 1B). Enzymatically active PEIII modifies eEF2
by covalent attachment of biotinylated ADP-ribose, which can be
detected by dye-labeled streptavidin. Full length biotinylated eEF2
(100 kDa, arrow) was detected in reactions catalyzed by all four FP59
variants, and all variants had very similar enzymatic activity. The gel
also showed a prominent band at around 35 kDa, which is a known
cleavage product of eEF2 that is also a substrate for ADP-ribosyla-
tion. These results show that neither the removal of the His-Met N-
terminus nor the reductive methylation reduced PEIII enzymatic
activity.

Confirmation of reductive methylation of FP59 proteins. The
reductively methylated proteins were analyzed by electrospray ioni-
zation mass spectrometry to confirm the correct molecular masses
for FP59 and FP59AGG as well as to determine the exact masses of
the methylated variants and the corresponding number of dimethy-
lated lysines. The results indicated that essentially all 35 lysine
residues in both FP59 and FP59AGG were fully dimethylated
(Figure 2). The primary alpha-amine at the N-terminus of proteins
is also subject to reductive methylation, so there are predicted to be
36 added dimethyl amine groups, which would add 1008 Da, very
close to what was observed. The prominent peak in each analysis
demonstrated the high degree of homogeneity of the modified
proteins and the purity of the samples. Thus, the reductive
methylation reaction successfully modifies all lysine residues
without side reactions at other amino acids.

Binding kinetics for FP59 variants. All FP59 variants were analyzed
by SPR for binding to proteolytically activated PA, which is an
essential step in their internalization to the cytosol. Purified PA63
was immobilized on the SPR chip surface and the binding of the
FP59 variants was measured. The analysis revealed similar binding
kinetics for both FP59 and FP59AGG as well as the dimethylated
variants (Table 1). The KD for FP59rm is approximately 2-fold lower
than of the three other FP59 variants. However, this variation is
within the expected range of results and therefore not considered
significant.

Figure 1 | Analysis of FP59 fusion protein variants. (A) Purified fusion proteins FP59 and FP59AGG were reductively methylated and analyzed by SDS-

PAGE and Coomassie staining. This experiment was performed once to confirm the determined concentration of the proteins and to demonstrate purity

of the samples. (B) All four FP59 variants were analyzed for the enzymatic activity of the PEIII domain by analysis of the ADP-ribosylation in vitro. Fusion

proteins were incubated with partly purified eukaryotic elongation factor 2 from yeast in the presence of biotinylated NAD1 for 1 h at 37uC. Samples were

analyzed by Western blotting and ADP-ribosylated eEF2 detected by streptavidin. This experiment was performed twice and one exemplary result is

shown here.
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Cytotoxic activity of FP59 variants. Cytotoxicity assays were
performed on human cancer cell lines (HN6, HeLa, and PC-3
cells) and murine RAW264.7 macrophages, as well as Chinese
hamster CHO CL6 cells (Figure 3). All variants were highly

cytotoxic in combination with PA, with SI50 values in the low pM
range, with FP59AGG being the most cytotoxic variant on all tested
cell lines (Table 2). The SI50 values for FP59 and FP59rm were not
significantly different except on PC-3 cells. FP59AGGrm was slightly
less cytotoxic than FP59AGG (between 2.3- and 4.2-fold). FP59AGG
was much more cytotoxic than FP59 on every cell line (6.7–10.6-fold
decreased SI50 values).

Ubiquitination of various FP59 proteins. We studied in vitro
ubiquitination of the four FP59 variants in order to predict their
susceptibility to ubiquitination and degradation after delivery to
the cytosol. The FP59 variants were incubated in vitro with
ubiquitination reagents and the extent of ubiquitination detected
by immunodetection (Fig. 4A). FP59 showed many bands of high
molecular mass of more than 90 kDa after ubiquitination, indicating
extensive ubiquitination. Reductive methylation of FP59 nearly

Figure 2 | Mass spectrometry analyses of FP59 variants. Electron spray ionization mass spectrometry analysis of FP59, FP59rm, FP59AGG, and

FP59AGGrm. The graphs show the results of the deconvolution of the data obtained for each fusion proteins with the respective masses. The table

summarizes the results and shows the predicted masses, differences to the observed results, additional masses for the dimethylated fusion proteins and the

resulting number of dimethylated lysines.

Table 1 | Binding kinetics of the FP59 variants. Results were
obtained from surface plasmon resonance analyses (n 5 8 trials).
Errors are the S.E.M

Protein ka (3106 M21s21) kd (31023 s21) KD (pM)

FP59 5.9 6 0.9 1.0 6 0.2 170 6 50
FP59rm 10 6 10 0.63 6 0.07 62 6 4
FP59AGG 8 6 1 1.2 6 0.2 150 6 20
FP59AGGrm 9 6 1 1.1 6 0.2 120 6 10

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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Figure 3 | Cytotoxicity of FP59 variants on several cell lines. (A) Human head and neck squamous cell carcinoma cell line HN6, (B) human cervical

carcinoma cell line HeLa, (C) human prostate adenocarcinoma cell line PC-3, (D) Chinese hamster ovary cell line CHO CL6 and (E) murine leukemic

monocyte/macrophage RAW 264.7 cells were exposed to a fixed concentration of PA (250 ng/mL) and different concentrations of the FP59 fusion

proteins for 48 h and viable cells were quantitated in an MTT assay. Relative survival (SI) was calculated as the percentage of living cells after treatment in

relation to untreated cells. Error bars indicate S.E.M. of three independent experiments performed in triplicate.

Table 2 | SI50 values of the FP59 variants. Results were obtained from cytotoxicity assays (n 5 three independent experiments in triplicates).
Errors are the S.E.M

SI50 (10213 M)

Protein CHO CL6 HN6 RAW PC-3 HeLa

FP59 4.0 6 0.6 47.5 6 5.5 10.0 6 2.9 25.4 6 5.5 36.1 6 5.9
FP59rm 3.8 6 0.2 44.5 6 3.3 5.6 6 1.3 38.9 6 3.6 43.6 6 13.9
FP59AGG 0.6 6 0.2* 5.2 6 0.5* 1.3 6 0.4* 3.2 6 0.7* 3.4 6 0.7
FP59AGGrm 1.5 6 0.2 16.7 6 1.3 3.0 6 0.4 12.2 6 2.7 14.4 6 3.3

*p values , 0.05 in comparison to FP59 (for FP59rm and for FP59AGG) or FP59AGG (for FP59AGGrm) calculated by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison test.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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completely prevented ubiquitination of FP59. The N-terminal
mutation of FP59AGG greatly inhibited ubiquitination of the
fusion protein, with only three bands of increased molecular mass
being detected after treatment. Reductive methylation of FP59AGG
completely prevented any ubiquitination. The increases in molecular
mass of approximately 1 kDa (35 lysines 3 28 Da 5 980 Da, Fig. 2)
as determined by mass spectrometry for both FP59rm and
FP59AGGrm upon dimethylation of all lysine residues was
consistent with the slight decrease in electrophoretic mobility in
comparison to the non-modified variants FP59 and FP59AGG
(Fig. 4A).

Stability of fusion proteins in the cytosol. Intracellular detection of
the fusion proteins was done using CHO CL6 cells, which express the
capillary morphogenesis gene 2 anthrax toxin receptor and
internalize the fusion proteins efficiently, thereby facilitating their
detection in the cytosolic fractions. FP59 was detected in the cytosolic
fraction in very low amounts after 1 and 4 h toxin exposure (arrow,
Figure 4B). FP59rm and FP59AGG were detected in slightly higher
amounts. The reductively methylated variant of FP59, FP59AGGrm,
was detected in the highest quantities in the cytosol. All signals were
slightly lower after 4 h, suggesting some degradation of the proteins
in the cell. The signal intensity of each band was quantified and is
shown at the bottom of Figure 4B.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent and neutralization assays. The
dimethylation of lysine residues of FP59 and FP59AGG would be
expected to alter any surface epitopes that contained lysine residues.
This would be detectable by ELISA and in toxin neutralization assays.
The analysis of FP59 variants by ELISA showed no differences in
reactivity with polyclonal anti-Pseudomonas exotoxin antibody
(Figure 5A). In the case of the detection by the polyclonal anti-LF
antibody, lower antibody signals were obtained for FP59rm and
FP59AGGrm (Figure 5B). No differences were observed between
FP59 and FP59AGG and between FP59rm and FP59AGGrm.
Toxin neutralization was determined in a cytotoxicity assay with
pre-incubation of the FP59 variants with either a polyclonal anti-
PA antiserum or a polyclonal anti-LF antiserum (Figures 5C and
5D). The concentration of the FP59 variants was sufficiently high
to guarantee complete killing of the cells (10 ng/mL (190 nM) with
very little variation due to the slightly different molecular masses of

the proteins). Pre-incubation with anti-PA protected the cells from
all FP59 variants similarly at a 30-fold dilution of the antiserum by
neutralizing PA present in each sample. Pre-incubation with anti-LF
antiserum resulted in drastically reduced neutralization of the two
dimethylated variants FP59rm and FP59AGGrm in comparison to
the non-modified fusion proteins. Thus, while a 90-fold dilution of
the anti-LF antibody protected the cells completely from FP59 and
partially from FP59AGG, this concentration of anti-LF had no effect
on the dimethylated variants. Higher antibody concentrations (i.e., a
10-fold dilution) reduced cell viability, possibly due to azide added to
the anti-LF antiserum as a preservative.

Discussion
A variety of factors have been considered in efforts to improve the
efficacies of therapeutic fusion proteins (reviewed in12). One
approach has been to seek to increase the delivery of fusion proteins
into the cytosol of target (e.g., tumor) cells13. This is obviously of
importance for many anti-cancer fusion proteins that act catalyti-
cally to damage cytosolic targets as a way to elicit cell killing. The
majority of fusion proteins of this type are derived from bacterial and
plant toxins that target protein synthesis14,15. It was noted many years
ago that some bacterial proteins that are taken up into host cells to
manipulate cellular processes have a very low lysine content,
balanced by an increased arginine content, compared to other pro-
teins16. We now recognize that this property probably evolved as a
way to evade host-mediated ubiquitination and subsequent degra-
dation. The stability of many proteins in the cytosol follows the N-
end rule described by Alexander Varshavsky8, which ascribes the
differing susceptibility of proteins to ubiquitination to the identity
of the N-terminal residue. Falnes et al. demonstrated in their work
that the catalytic domain of diphtheria toxin is less cytotoxic when
the N-terminal amino acid is one which, according to the N-end rule,
destabilizes the toxin17. A number of other toxins and therapeutic
proteins have been shown to be subject to the N-end rule.

The N-end rule applies as well for the anthrax toxin lethal factor9.
Since the anti-tumor fusion protein FP59 contains the LFn domain it
was anticipated that modifications on its N-terminus would influ-
ence the cytosolic stability and subsequently the cytotoxicity. By
restoring the wildtype N-terminus of LFn in the variant FP59AGG
the cytotoxicity of the fusion protein was significantly increased

Figure 4 | Ubiquitination and cytosolic detection of fusion proteins in CHO CL6 cells. (A) Ubiquitination of FP59 variants was performed in vitro for all

FP59 variants. The reaction mixtures (labeled ‘‘1’’ if containing ubiquitin and labeled ‘‘2’’ if lacking ubiquitin) were preincubated with deubiquitinating

enzyme inhibitor ubiquitin aldehyde and for an additional 1 h after addition of fusion proteins. Ubiquitination was analyzed after SDS-PAGE, Western

blotting and immunodetection by anti-LF. This experiment was performed twice and one exemplary result is shown here. (B) The fusion proteins

FP59rm, FP59, FP59AGGrm, and FP59AGG (2 mg/mL) were incubated in the presence of 1 mg/mL PA on CHO CL6 cells for 1 h and 4 h. Cytosolic

fractions were isolated and analyzed by anti-LF and anti-S6 immunodetection following Western blotting. Purified FP59 was loaded as a control (1 ng).

This experiment was performed six times and one exemplary result is shown here. Signal intensities were quantified and are shown at the bottom of

panel (B).

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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compared to FP59, which had the additional His-Met sequence at the
N-terminus of LFn (Figure 3). Since PA receptors are present on
most of the cell types, the combination of PA and FP59 is highly
toxic to nearly all cells. Several PA variants have been developed to
specifically target tumor cells, which allows the potent toxic activity
of FP59 to be highly restricted to tumor cells18,19. Our data regarding
the properties of the FP59 variant having the wildtype AGG N-ter-
minus (FP59AGG) will be of value for future application of this
therapeutic fusion protein.

Reductive methylation has been used in recent years for several
purposes, e.g. enhancing protein crystallization20, radioactive label-
ing of proteins for improving nuclear magnetic resonance spectro-
scopy21, and for studies on protein-DNA interactions22. Weng et al.
demonstrated reductive alkylation of the protein toxin saporin while
preserving the activity of the enzyme23. However, to our knowledge
this is the first report on using reductive methylation on therapeutic
fusion proteins in order to improve their cytosolic stability and mod-
ify their surface epitopes. Our results demonstrate that dimethylation
of lysine residues successfully prevented ubiquitination of FP59 and
greatly increased its stability and therefore concentration in the cyto-
sol of cells 4 h after toxin internalization. This effect was also seen
with FP59AGG, but to a lesser extent. This is apparently because
FP59AGG is already substantially protected from ubiquitination
due to its native N-terminal amino acid being one known from the
N-end rule to be a stabilizing residue. Thus, FP59AGG profits less

from reductive methylation in comparison to FP59. Despite the
decreased ubiquitination and increased cytosolic stability, no
increase in cytotoxicity was observed for FP59rm or FP59AGGrm.
While the reductively methylated fusion proteins had no detectable
loss in binding to PA or reduced ADP-ribosylation activity, it is
possible that the modification causes some decreases in the rate or
extent of internalization, and this was balanced by increased cytosolic
stability.

The relevance of the N-end rule for the efficacy of anthrax toxin
edema factor was recently demonstrated, with differences of up to
100-fold in potency on cells and in animals being attributed to the
identity of the N-terminal residue11. FP59 is based on LF and the
differences between optimal and destabilizing N-terminal amino
acids found in the original study of LF showed only modest differ-
ences, up to 5-fold9,. Clearly, the degree to which the N-end rule will
affect the potency of other toxins and therapeutic proteins will
depend on many factors, such as the presence of lysine residues in
surface locations favorable for ubiquitination, the particular E3 ligase
involved, etc.

In recent years a number of anti-tumor fusion proteins has been
developed that have shown good potential in therapy. However, a
major limitation has been the host immune response to these pro-
teins. Several studies have been directed to deletion of predicted or
experimentally identified epitopes so as to decrease immunogenicity
while retaining anti-tumor activity24,25. Reductive methylation of

Figure 5 | Epitope modification by reductive methylation. (A and B) The four FP59 variants were analyzed for their susceptibility to antibodies against

Pseudomonas exotoxin A (anti-PE, A) and anthrax toxin lethal factor (anti-LF, B) by ELISA. The FP59 variants were coated in 96-well plates

(200 ng/well) and detected by various dilutions of anti-PE and anti-LF. (C and D) The four FP59 variants were analyzed for their susceptibility to

antibodies against LF and PA. The fusion proteins (10 ng/mL) were incubated with PA (250 ng/mL) in the presence of anti-PA (C) or anti-LF (D) antisera

prior to adding to RAW 264.7 macrophages for 24 h at 37uC. Viable cells were quantitated in an MTT assay. Relative survival (SI) was calculated as the

percentage of living cells after treatment in relation to untreated cells. Error bars (A–D) indicate S.E.M. of two independent experiments performed in

triplicate. Significant differences (p values , 0.05) between FP59 and FP59rm (indicated by a blue asterisk), between FP59AGG and FP59AGGrm

(indicated by a red asterisk), and between FP59 and FP59AGG were calculated by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison test (GraphPad

Prism 6.01) both for the ELISA results (A and B) and the neutralization assay (C and D).
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lysines had no apparent adverse effect on the activity of FP59 and
FP59AGG, and thus offers a potential method for modifying cell
surface epitopes of therapeutic proteins. The decreased reactivity of
the reductively methylated FP59 variants with anti-LF polyclonal
antibodies resulted in drastically reduced antibody neutralization
by anti-LF antibodies (Figure 5). This result suggests a strategy for
modifying the cell surface of fusion proteins to change potential
epitopes of the protein. Ideally, sequential useof FP59AGG and
FP59AGGrm would allow multiple administrations without neutral-
ization of the second fusion protein by antibodies raised against the
first fusion protein. This approach may not be suitable for enzymes
that require lysines for their activity or to maintain specific structural
features. This is evident from preliminary studies of other enzymes,
such as anthrax toxin edema factor, cytolethal distending toxin,
saporin, and b-lactamase; these lost most of their activity following
reductive methylation (Table S1, Figures S1 and S2).

The fusion proteins studied here are delivered into the cytosol of
targeted cells via the highly efficient delivery system of anthrax toxin.
The extensively studied protein-conducting channel of PA26,27 effi-
ciently delivers proteins into the cytosol via the PA/LFn system,
examples being fusions of LFn to diphtheria toxin catalytic domain28

and to shiga toxin29. Polypeptides must completely unfold to pass
through the narrow lumen of the oligomeric PA channel26,30. The fact
that both FP59rm and FP59AGGrm were successfully detected in the
cytosol demonstrates that the dimethylation of lysines does not inter-
fere with protein translocation by increasing the amino acid side
chain size or by changing protein folding properties.

We show here that a cytosolic-acting protein drug, FP59, can be
improved by altering its N-terminal amino acid and by reductive
methylation of lysines. This method may be applicable to other pro-
tein drugs acting in the cytosol of targeted cells, improving their
stability and cytotoxicity as well as decreasing their immunogenicity.

Methods
Cloning, protein expression and purification. Plasmid pYS5-FP59, a Bacillus
expression vector containing fusion gene FP59 was used to express wildtype and
mutated FP59 proteins2. FP59 consists of LFn (N-terminal 254 residues of anthrax
toxin lethal factor with the sequence HMAGGHGD…QEINL) and PEIII (C-terminal
216-residue catalytic domain of Pseudomonas exotoxin A with the sequence
AEFL…REDLK). The Quick Change-II site directed mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La
Jolla, CA) was used according to the manufacturer’s instructions to delete the His-
Met codons in the coding sequence of FP59. The obtained sequence of FP59-AGG
(N-terminal amino acid sequence of LFn AGGHGD…) was confirmed by
sequencing. Proteins PA, a translocation deficient PA variant PADFF (PA deleted of
Phe314–Phe315) and the FP59 variants were purified from virulence plasmid-cured,
non-infectious B. anthracis strain BH450 as described earlier31,32. The 63-kDa
fragment of PA (PA63) was purified from furin-treated PA as previously described for
other PA variants32. All proteins were analyzed by electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry to confirm that the masses matched those calculated from their
sequences.

Reductive methylation of proteins. Reductive methylation was performed as
described by Rayment et al.10. Borane dimethyl amine complex (DMAB, Sigma, St.
Louis, MO) was used as reducing agent in the reductive methylation reaction. The
substrate protein, 200 mL of either FP59 or FP59AGG, at 3 mg/mL in 50 mM HEPES,
pH 7.5, was supplemented by a final concentration of 20 mM DMAB, mixed
thoroughly and immediately a final concentration of 40 mM formaldehyde solution
(16%) was added. The mixture was incubated on ice for 2 h. The reductive
methylation procedure was repeated a second time (yielding final concentrations of
40 mM DMAB and 80 mM formaldehyde) before addition of a final concentration of
50 mM DMAB and overnight incubation on ice. The reaction was quenched by
addition of a final concentration of 160 mM glycine, pH 8.6, and incubated on ice for
1 h. Samples were dialyzed twice (50 mM HEPES, pH 7.2, and then 50 mM HEPES,
pH 7.2, 2 mM dithiothreitol). Samples were analyzed by electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry to confirm and quantitate the extent of reductive methylation.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The FP59 variants were coated (75 mL,
2.67 ng/mL in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) in 96-well EIA/RIA plates (Corning
Incorporated, Corning, NY)) for 2 h, blocked with 5% dry milk powder solution in
PBS for 30 min and incubated with 60 mL of various dilutions of either anti-
Pseudomonas exotoxin A polyclonal rabbit antibody (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) or anti-
LF polyclonal rabbit antibody (raised in this laboratory against full length LF) for 1 h.
Secondary horse-radish peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit antibody (final
concentration 0.2 mg/mL 152000, 60 mL in PBS, 1 h, Santa Cruz Biotechnology,

Dallas, TX) was added and quantified by a colorimetric reaction using 100 mL of
substrate solution (40 mM citric acid, pH 3.95, 0.2 g/L 3,395,59 tetramethylbenzidine,
0.1 g/L H2O2). The reaction was stopped with 50 mL of 2 M H2SO4 after 5 min and
the absorbance read at 450 nm and 492 nm as reference.

Enzymatic activity of FP59 variants. The ADP-ribosylation assay to determine
enzymatic activity of PEIII was performed with purified yeast eukaryotic elongation
factor 2 (eEF2) as described before33. Active PEIII transfers biotinylated ADP-ribose
from biotinylated nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD1) to eEF2. The samples
were separated by electrophoresis and biotinylated eEF2 detected by Western blotting
with infrared dye 800 nm-coupled streptavidin (final concentration 0.1 mg/mL; LI-
COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE).

Ubiquitination and intracellular detection of fusion proteins. In vitro
ubiquitination was performed using the Ubiquitin Protein Conjugation Kit
(Calbiochem/Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Reaction mixtures (3 mL) containing the
deubiquitinating enzyme inhibitor ubiquitin aldehyde (Calbiochem/Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany) were incubated for 5 min at 37uC before addition of 0.5 mL
100 ng/mL of the FP59 variants. The samples were incubated for 1 h at 37uC in the
presence or absence of ubiquitin and submitted to SDS-PAGE, Western blotting and
immunodetection (by polyclonal rabbit anti-LF serum and anti-S6 rabbit monoclonal
antibody (Cell Signaling, Danvers, MA)) and infrared dye-conjugated secondary
antibody (Rockland Immunochemicals, Gilbertsville, PA) on the Odyssey Imager
infrared detection system (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE). Detection of FP59
variants in cytosolic fractions was performed using CHO CL6 cells (1 3 106 cells
overnight in 12-well plates). Cells were incubated with 1 mg/mL PA or PADFF (PA
deleted of Phe314 and Phe315, a mutant that fails to deliver LF from endosomes to the
cytosol31) and 1 mg/mL of the FP59 variants in 0.5 mL medium for 1 or 4 h. Following
the incubation, all cells were washed twice with PBS, incubated with trypsin/EDTA at
37uC until all cells could be transferred into new tubes for collection by centrifugation
(5 min, 4uC, 1000 3 g). For cytosol isolation, cells were resuspended in 125 mg/mL
saponin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) in PBS, supplemented with protease inhibitor cocktail
(Roche, Mannheim, Germany) and incubated 10 min on ice34. The supernatants after
centrifugation (30 min, 4uC, 16,000 3 g) were separated by SDS-PAGE and Western
blotted using the iBlot system and the Western Blot Signal Enhancer kit (Thermo,
Waltham, MA) for signal enhancement. FP59 variants were detected by polyclonal
rabbit anti-LF serum and infrared dye-conjugated secondary antibodies (Rockland
Immunochemicals, Gilbertsville, PA) in parallel on the Odyssey Imager infrared
detection system (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE). Band intensities were achieved
by determining the signal intensity of elliptic areas on the membranes by the Odyssey
Application Software 2.0.

Binding kinetics for FP59 variants. Studies to assess the binding of the FP59 variants
to PA were performed by surface plasmon resonance (SPR) using a ProteOn XPR36
Protein Interaction Array System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) after
immobilization of PA63 by amine coupling chemistry using the manufacturer’s
recommended protocol. Briefly, after activation of a high protein immobilization
capacity GLH chip surface with a mixture of 0.4 M 1-ethyl-3-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide and 0.1 M N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide injected
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